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1. Overview 

Superior Volume is much more than a volume spike alert. It also highlights important volumes with 
user-defined colors. The colorization is done based on volume bias, which is a result of the 
investigation of 2 factors: bar bias & volume magnitude.  

The sections below describe them in detail and give you a quick guide on volume interpretation. 

 

2. Bar Bias 

We have 3 bar biases: bullish, neutral, bearish. 

First of all, we consider bar spread. This is a popular term mentioned in Volume Spread Analysis, 
which is nothing but the difference between bar high and bar low. If the spread of a bar is less than 
the minimum value you define (e.g. 2 ticks, 4 ticks, 10 ticks…), the bar is consider neutral. In other 
words, the bar is too small for us to study its bias. 

Next, if the spread satisfies the minimum requirement mentioned above, we categorize the bar bias 
based on the position of its close (we do NOT take into account the open). The bar spread is divided 
into 3 ranges: upper, middle, lower. The middle is called neutral range. Please see our visual 
explanation in the picture below. 

 

The indicator gives you full control on how large the neutral range is, like 20% spread, 30% spread, or 
50% spread. It’s totally up to you to define your favorite neutral range. 

 

  



3. Volume Magnitude 

Volume magnitude is divided into 3 domains: low, medium, high. They are separated by 2 user-
defined dynamic thresholds. For example, these 2 dynamic thresholds can be 2.00 times and 0.75 
times the moving average of volume.  

The moving average of volume is freely configurable, and so are the multipliers (2.00 and 0.75 in our 
previous example). You are also allowed to set the minimums for each of the thresholds, like 500 
contracts and 100 contracts. 

The picture below explains the categorization of volume based on magnitude. 

 

 

4. Volume Bias 

Now let’s combine all pieces! Volume bias is decided based on 2 factors: bar bias & volume 
magnitude. The logic is shown in the table below. 

 

 

5. Volume Interpretation 

Basically, volume interpretation is to look for and investigate the so-called smart money by large 
traders, commonly referred to as big boys. Try to explain what they do and benefit from that. 

First of all, an important issue that needs addressing is that a bullish volume does not mean an 
immediate buy signal, and a bearish volume does not mean an immediate sell signal. In many cases, 
we observe a price fall after a bullish volume or a price rise after a bearish volume. This is normal and 
sometimes an expected behavior. Signals from volume tend to have a long-term effect. 

  



More reasonable interpretations should be as follows. Let’s take the case of a bullish volume: 

 We have just seen a strong bullish volume, what does this mean? 

 Ok, big boys seem to be buying. 

 They may have placed a net long (entry). 

 Or, they may have covered their short position (exit). 

 This can be part of an accumulation series in the starting phase of a new uptrend. 

 The uptrend will have a great support to keep climbing (or if it’s a downtrend: the downtrend 
may get close to a consolidation, a retracement, or even a reversal). 

 But wait, this is a soaring bar with explosive volume, happening after a lasting rally. 
Although the volume seems bullish, this can mark the impending end of the uptrend.  

Vice versa for a bearish volume! 

Again, the most important point to keep in mind is that volume signals tend to have a long-term 
effect, usually NOT for very next bars. Human beings’ instinct is to focus heavily on the short term, 
emphasize or worry too much about what’s happening but forget the long-term obvious view or just 
don’t hold enough faith for it. 

Finally, although volumes are critically important, we should NOT rely entirely on them because:  

 Big boys can manipulate markets and give distorted signals on the surface. Remember that 
market makers have the ability to make the price they wish, at least for just a short term. Just 
fake signals to trap traders! 

 Big boys can hide their deals so well that, for example, their sells can result in a volume which 
seems bullish.  

 Big boys can be wrong, why not? They are just humans like us! 

 Big boys can be defeated by even bigger boys (gentlemen lol). 

 Current scenarios can change upon a sudden event in the future. 

 Thousands of other reasons… 

Therefore, you have to put volume interpretation in a context and study the big picture. For 
example, a series of bullish volumes gives much more reliability than a single occurrence. It’s also 
necessary to verify volume signals with the use of price action and/or other indicators. 

Volumes are markets’ footprints. Volumes are engines to move prices. With time, you will realize 
how important they are and become more experienced in interpreting them. 


